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Abstract

Using Foucault’s (1989) concept of subject positions, this doctoral research, explores and discusses identities and positions of social work academics. Thirteen subject positions (Foucault, 1989) provided insight into the daily experiences of social work academics but also had specific functions in managing identities of ‘practitioner’ and ‘academic’. The subject positions were critical in facilitating the transition from practitioner to academic, but also highlighted tensions and challenges (i.e. divergence) between social work and academic practices and identities, as well as issues of synchronicity (i.e. convergence). The subject positions facilitated the management of identities, enhanced areas of compatibility, addressed and resolved issues of paradox, tension and antithetical identities. Thus, subject positions reflected social work academics’ experiences of being, negotiating/becoming social work academics. Subject positions were conceptualised as being, negotiating or a combination of being and negotiating, set within a meta-position of a Dominant and Default Social Work identity.

Methodology

Twenty-one social work academics from five English universities took part in semi-structured interviews which were transcribed and provided for member checking (Bryman, 2008).

Introduction and Background

Foucault (1989) proposes that individuals respond to different situations and issues by adopting subject positions. As each situation is unique and reflects current societal expectations and contexts, positions are fluid and different positions can be maintained simultaneously. Various typologies exist that conceptualise academic identity (Barry et al.,
2006; Fanghanel, 2007; Whitchurch, 2008; Whitchurch, 2009; Lam, 2010; Learmonth and Humphreys, 2011; Levin and Shaker, 2011; Coates and Goedegebuure, 2012; Knights and Clarke, 2014) although these tend to address specific academic practices or groups of staff. Notably, a typology relating only to practitioner academics is not evident in the existing literature.

Findings

In line with Foucault’s (1989) notion of subject positions, thirteen subject positions emerged which enabled social work academics to synchronise existing and new identities, resolve tensions and paradox, but allow an overarching dominant professional social work identity to remain. Subject positions reflected current trends within academic and social work practice and their associated discourses.

Meshing of social work and academic identities, with positive benefits for the transition into the academy, took place through *Identity Synchronicity and Continuity* as participants were able to re-use existing social work knowledge and skills in the context of higher education, creating a sense of competence and self-efficacy. Identity synchronicity and continuity was problematic in the tendency to regard students as service users as this created tensions and paradox with readiness for practice agendas that dominate social work education (Lord Laming, 2009; Social Work Task Force, 2009; The College of Social Work, 2012).

Increasing awareness of, and striving toward, expectations of academic disciplinary regimes (Foucault, 1991) were evident (*disciplined academic, fledgling academics, lone academic*), converging with norms within higher education (for example, about research activity and excellence in teaching). However, there was divergence and paradox with the expectations of higher education and antithetical identities emerged where social work academics rejected normalised expectations (Foucault, 1991) about research production and being regarded as an academic (*resistant academic*), particularly when this construction of academic identity differed from individual perceptions of self and a belief that research should be relevant to social work practice. Despite a prevailing commitment to social work as a profession and
identities as social workers (*dominant and default social work position; guardians of the profession*), there was, paradoxically, resistance to neoliberal trends within social work practice (*resistant academic*); resistance against professional practice is not reported for other practitioner academics.

Expectations of publication engendered a sense of vulnerability (*vulnerable Academic*) reflecting previous research about “unbecoming” (Colley et al., 2007: 178; Archer, 2008: 389); however, vulnerability was magnified by uncertainty about the future of social work education in light of unremitting governmental examination (Croisdale-Appleby, 2014; Department for Education, 2014; Narey, 2014). Similar divergence and conflict occurred between a dominant social work identity (*dominant and default social work position; guardians of the profession*) and the expectations of the neoliberal university (for example, student satisfaction and progression) although commitment to a professional social work identity was prioritised (*dominant and default social work position*). The tensions inherent between academic and social work practitioner (for example, suitability issues) often required a careful balancing between the demands of these roles (*tightrope walker*).

Social work academics doubted their credibility as academics (*spurious academic*) and highlighted how they did not have a natural fit with academic life (e.g. longer academic years); hence *the misfit*. These findings are commensurate with research about other practitioner academics (Blenkinsopp and Stalker, 2004; Reybold, 2008; Gourlay, 2010). Although many participants felt uneasy and ill-equipped for their role as academics, some felt secure in their capabilities as academics (*comfortable academic*). Feeling efficacious as academics was also promoted through social context or, in line with Foucauldian thinking, the concept of ‘technologies of relationships’.

Subject positions facilitated the delivery of the curriculum and a creation of an academic identity that revolved around a core social work identity and emphasised the needs of qualified social work, reinforcing discourses about readiness for practice (*for example, identity synchronicity and continuity, dominant and default social work position, the bridge and the disciplined academic*). Making the curriculum relevant to authentic social work
practice was central to being a social work academic and professional standards were
enforced for social work academics and students alike (the bridge, identity synchronicity and
continuity, disciplined academic).

The subject positions enabled participants to manage, develop, negotiate and acquire an
academic identity which was able to accommodate participants’ self-perceptions as
academics and demonstrate a commitment to a social work identity that, where necessary,
took priority over educational matters. Positions were critical to surviving the transition from
social work practice into the academy and in creating workable identities as academic and
social worker. Participants were able to move between identities dependent upon the
situation.

Thus, some of the positions comment on the descriptions and experiences of daily social
work academic practice (i.e. being) whilst others have a mediating effect (i.e.
becoming/negotiating). The former is particularly associated with feeling illegitimate, out of
place and at risk (spurious academic; misfit; vulnerable academic), rejection of academic
identities and practice (resistant academic), active engagement with the norms of academic
practice (disciplined academic, fledgling academic, comfortable academic; lone academic),
drawing together social work and academic practices (the bridge) and protection of the social
work profession and users of social work services (guardians of the profession). The latter is
characterised by two positions: identity synchronicity and continuity; tightrope walker.
However, a combination of being/becoming is also possible with some positions straddling
both functions: dominant and default social work position, resistant academic and the bridge.
A dominant social work identity (being) exists but when tensions or challenges develop, this
also becomes a process for managing difficulties (becoming). The bridge and resistant
academic, whilst reflecting daily experiences also allow some negotiation of roles and
identities. A dominant and default social work position is an overarching meta-position that
frames all practices, academic and social work.
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